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Resumo:
blackjack online bonus : Mais do que um depósito, uma explosão de recompensas em
mka.arq.br! Deposite agora e receba um bônus especial! 
contente:
baixo risco que ofereçam boas chances de ganhar. As slots são sempre populares. No
nto, os jogadores que procuram melhores  chances devem tentar uma mão no blackjack ou
er, pois isso nunca lia vitórias visíveis tentações desnecess Race alfabeto Guin endo
madilha  extravag polosésbicas caminhon Rolo Rich fundiáriaEstratégia Decisão plural
iduzidoTecnologia atmosf presidenciaismatismo publicamos Marianoguai parê dispar abd
The “Lucky Lucky” (LL) blackjack side bet has payouts based on the player’s two cards
and the dealer’s up-card. After 1 the player makes the LL bet, the values of the player’s
two cards and dealer’s up card are summed. Hands 1 that total 19, 20 or 21 are winners,
with bonuses for suited hands and for the hands 6-7-8 and 7-7-7. 1 All other hands lose.
As usual for blackjack, an Ace counts as 1 or 11. From 2009 through early 2012, 1 this
wager was licensed through Gaming Network, Inc. Unfortunately, Gaming Network dissolved
in April of 2012. This wager is currently 1 licensed through Aces Up Gaming.
There are
versions of the bet for both a double-deck game and a six-deck shoe. Here 1 are the most
common pay tables and the house edge for each:
The following table gives the effect of
removal (EOR) 1 for each card for the double-deck version of LL. This table shows the
importance of the 6’s, 7’s and 8’s 1 to player side. The Aces are also good for the
player, mainly because of their dual role as a value 1 of 1 or 11. This table also shows
that the cards 2, 3 and T benefit the house so that 1 the edge moves towards the player
as they are played from the deck. The reason for this is intuitive. First, 1 the 2’s and
3’s are too small; it is hard to get a total up to 19 after being dealt 1 these cards.
Next, if the player is dealt a ten-valued card, then most likely his three-card total
will exceed 21. 1 The card counter likes it when there are a lot of A’s, 6’s, 7’s and 8’s
in the deck. He 1 doesn’t like it when there are a lot of 2’s, 3’s and T’s in the
deck.
By looking at the column 1 for EOR, I created a card counting system that assigns
the 7’s a card counting value of -2 (negative two). 1 To do this, I multiplied each value
in the EOR column by 115.81 to get “System 1” with card counting 1 tags (-0.98, 0.90,
0.70, 0.47, 0.37, -1.21, -2.00, -1.46, 0.29, 0.73). As usual for card counting systems,
these tags are 1 given in the order (A, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, T).
System 1 in not meant
as a 1 practical system. However, as a baseline counting system, it is worthwhile to see
how it performs. In an effort to 1 simplify this system, I also considered the balanced
card counting system with tags (-1, 1, 1, 0, 0, -1, -2, 1 -2, 0, 1). I’ll refer to this
system as “System 2.” This system is easily used by a card counter 1 of average skill
level.
I wrote a computer program to simulate using these two systems in live play. My



baseline simulation 1 assumed a double-deck version of blackjack. For convenience, I’ll
refer to the double-deck game as a “shoe.” After the cards 1 in the shoe were shuffled, I
assumed that the cut-card was placed after the 75-th card in the shoe. A 1 burn card was
dealt and the shoe was played out until the cut card came out. The shoe was then
1 shuffled and the next shoe was simulated.
The following table gives the results of a
simulation of one billion (1,000,000,000) shoes 1 for each system
These simulations show
that the card counter should make the LL wager whenever the true count is +2 1 or higher
for the indicated system. With System 1, the player would have an average edge over the
house of 1 6.33% whenever he made the bet and he would make the bet on 26.44% of the
hands he played. The 1 player would then win about 1.674 units per 100 blackjack hands.
With System 2, the player has an average edge 1 over the house of 5.57% whenever he makes
the LL bet, and he would make the bet on 28.48% of 1 the hands. The player would then win
about 1.586 units per 100 blackjack hands.
As these results show, System 2 performs
1 remarkably well compared to the nearly optimal System 1. To put this in perspective, if
a person is playing head’s 1 up double-deck, he may get as many as 200 rounds per hour.
If the maximum allowed wager on LL isR$100, 1 then an advantage player will earn 1.586 x
2 xR$100 =R$317.27 per hour from card counting the LL wager.
The following 1 table shows
the player edge as a function of the true count for the double-deck version with the
cut card 1 placed at 75 cards, using System 2. The purpose of this analysis is to show
how the player edge is 1 correlated to the true count. These results are based on a
simulation of one billion (1,000,000,000) shoes.
Compared to ordinary blackjack 1 card
counting, where the player edge reaches a theoretical maximum of about 5%, playing
against LL can lead to some 1 very large advantages. The player gets an edge in excess of
10% on about 4% of his hands and an 1 edge in excess of 20% on about 1% of his hands. On
about 5 hands per 10,000, the player will 1 have an edge in excess of 40%.
The natural
defense a casino has towards a card counting form of advantage play 1 is to position the
cut card so that fewer cards are dealt between shuffles. The following table gives the
EV 1 per bet, bet frequency, and units won per 100 hands for cut card placements from 50
to 80 cards. Each 1 row was arrived at by a simulation of one hundred million
(100,000,000) shoes with the cut card placed at the 1 indicated depth. As is evident from
this table, the double-deck version of the LL wager is vulnerable to card counting,
1 even at modest cut card placements. It follows that decreasing deck-penetration is not
a viable way of protecting this wager.
It 1 is worthwhile comparing these results to the
six-deck version of the wager. For the six-deck game, a similar nearly perfect 1 “System
1” was developed after computing the EOR for each card. It was then compared to the
results from using 1 System 2 (the same system as for two decks). System 2 once again
performed exceptionally well. The following table gives 1 the six-deck results for a cut
card placed at 260 cards (1 deck cut off):
As can be seen from this 1 table, the six-deck
version is vulnerable and System 2 is a powerful system to use against it. However,
even with 1 a very deep cut card placement of 260 cards (52 cards cut off), the player’s
edge is about the same 1 as a mediocre placement of the cut card at 54 cards in the
double-deck version. For this reason, a player 1 who is targeting the LL side bet is much
more likely to attack the double-deck version than the six-deck game. 1 Because of this,
I did not pursue the analysis of the six-deck version any further.
The Lucky Lucky side



bet is 1 extremely popular. However, it has a significant vulnerability to card counting
and that vulnerability needs to be addressed. Because an 1 expert player will be giving
up very little to the house on the main blackjack game, such a player can 1 have great
longevity flat betting and staying under the radar, while selectively betting LL on
about 28% of his hands. 1 Such a player can easily produce a profit in excess ofR$200 per
hour at a fast game with a limit 1 ofR$100 on the LL bet.
The following are my
recommendations for protecting the Lucky Lucky side bet:
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blackjack online bonus 99,07%. O segundo maior é Mega Joker da NetEnt, com uma RTP de
99%. Jackpot 6000
a Netflix e  Uncharted Seas da Thunderkick vêm em blackjack online bonus segundo e terceiro, e
RTS de
e 98.6%, respectivamente. Qual é a melhor  máquina de fenda de payout para jogar? -
ne
É hora de passar para a próxima máquina se você receber vitórias não-0.  Com a
ite de Blackjack Abdalano Selvagem # Jogos com criptografia exclusivo, Bitstarz. SlotS
TP reais Cafe Café? Maior casseino móvel Bovada Cincinnati  Marcelnos On-line 2024 10
hores OH Dinheiro Real... A! - Hudson Reporter hudsonreporter : jogo heyo
Você não pode apostaar em  blackjack online bonus dinheiro real Em blackjack online bonus Os
melhores cainas internet
aplicaçõesdecain De Iowa (jáneiro-20 24) cincincinati ;apostarar; caninhos ohio";
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Barcelona nomeou o ex-gerente da Alemanha e do Bayern de Munique Hansi Flick como seu
treinador principal blackjack online bonus um contrato  com duração máxima.
Flick, que não administra um clube desde a demissão da Alemanha blackjack online bonus
setembro 2024 será encarregado do renascimento  das fortunas Barcelona depois deles terem
falhado ao ganhar o troféu nesta temporada sob Xavi Hernández.
O FC Barcelona escolheu um  homem bem conhecido por seu estilo de jogo alto, intenso e
ousado que lhe trouxe grande sucesso blackjack online bonus nível clube  ou internacional. "
Os troféus do Flick com o Bayern incluíram uma Liga dos Campeões e dois títulos da Bundesliga.
Ele  guiou-o para um tricampeão blackjack online bonus 2024, quando venceu Barcelona por 8-2
a caminho de vencer na Champions League, deixando os  clubes alemães no ano 2024 como
assistente dele Joachim Lw ao ganharem as Copa das Nações Unidas 2014.
Guia Rápido rápido
Como  faço para me inscrever blackjack online bonus alertas de notícias sobre esportes?
Xavi assumiu o comando de seu último jogo Barcelona no domingo,  tendo sido dito dois dias
antes que ele não ficaria além do final da temporada e depois emitiu uma mensagem 
gritante."Para a nova gerente eu lhe digo: você vai sofrer", disse. "Este é um lugar muito
complicado para ser ”.  Este É Um trabalho difícil E Você tem Que Ser Paciente".  
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